USS Razorback Association January, 2014

Razorback Reunion: Las Vegas —First? Second? Week of November, 2014. The
is a self-contained casino
and resort offering everything an adventurous vacationer could want, including the High Roller (world’s highest roller coaster—550’), Wildlife Habitat, Carlos’n Charlie’s “most humorous restaurant/bar in Vegas,” Margaritaville, Center Cut Steakhouse, Sin City Brewery, etc., etc. Set in the heart of The Strip, at the famous four corners of Las Vegas Boulevard and
Flamingo Road, Flamingo combines heart-pounding excitement with hospitality and service second to none. Floor—ceiling
windows in our Hospitality Room overlook Caesar’s Palace, and Bellagio’s Fountains, right across the Strip. More inside!
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From the Forward Battery

The Razorback
Association had a good
year last year and is going
strong (Treasurer’s Report on page
11). We agreed to support two
projects last year and one is close to
completion. We contributed $
3,450 to AIMM for the installation
of a hot water heater for the After
Battery shower. This will be make
life a lot easier for those attending
the April work party. The second
project is to fix/upgrade the
hydraulic system so we can get the
periscopes working. I expect we
will be working on that project in
April. We have $2,550 committed
for that project.
A second highlight was starting #1
main engine. It purred like a
kitten!!! We are one of the few
boats with an operating FM 38D
8-1/8th engine. Hopefully most of
you have seen the DVD. We have
some fuel system issues to tackle in
April too.
Dues of $20 are due this month.
Send your check to John Hertzberg
(see Staff chart to the right). It is
good news that most of our active
members are Life Members - we
have about 65 Life Members. Life
Membership costs $150 unless you
are 80 years old or more at which

time the cost drops to $50. It is a
good deal and saves a lot of
paperwork and mailing expenses
for members and the treasurer. It is
also true that annual dues provide a
steady source of income, and we’ll
try to do a better job of reminding
those who are delinquent. If you’ve
never sent in the
Membership Form on page 12,
please do so — Ron spent a lot of
time finding you, so send us your
data.
Our next reunion is scheduled for
Las Vegas in November. It will be
in the middle of the week as the
rates for hotels and meals are
greatly reduced in the middle of the
week. The two most likely choices
are Nov 4-6 and 11-13. Email me
or Ron G with your choice. We
need a good turnout and support
from Redfish to meet minimum
room requirements for reduced
rates and a hospitality suite. This is
a wonderful chance to enjoy
reminiscing with former shipmates
and party on in the best party town
in the US.
Our next event is the April Work
Party that is scheduled for Apr 612, 2014, two weeks before Easter.
Save those dates.

U.S.S. Razorback
Association: Staff
President: Fred Reker
111 Whittle Ct.
Murfreesboro, TN 37128
(615) 898-0669
fredreker56@gmail.com

Vice Pres.: John Cameron
23991 Via Astuto
Murietta, Ca 92562-3571
(951) 696-9907

jandlcameron@verizon.net

Chaplain: Ron Sagaert
3329 Griffin Ave
Lady Lake, Fl 32159-2601
(352) 750-1174
rtsagaert@msn.com

Treasurer: Ron Hines (Spider)
1221 Yale Street
Oxnard,Ca 93033-7305
(805) 986-2168
Hinesrw@msn.com

Webmaster: TBD
Website
out of
Commission.
DO NOT USE!

Fred Reker, Capt (USNR-R)

Editor: Ron Gorence (RonG)
Make time to check out these
barstools in Carlos’n’Charlie’s

2563 Roseview Place
San Diego, CA 92105-4734
(619) 264-3327
mgorence@yahoo.com

Membership: John Hertzberg
2760 E. State Rte 302
Belfair, Wa 98528-9363
(360) 275-6892
h2owhlfarm@aol.com
If we can locate any of these centers

Flamingo

A considerate Razorback husband left this message on his hotel room phone:
Honey, I’m having just one more beer with my shipmates. If I’m not back in 20 minutes,
listen to this message again.
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Thru the TBT:

Imperial Palace (now the Quad). The Brooklyn Bowl, Tilted
Kilt, F.A.M.E., Yard House, Nightclubs, Bars, Asian markets,
numerous retail stores, etc., are all open, or in the process
right now! The centerpiece, the High Roller (550 ft.), world’s
tallest roller coaster will be finished before Nov.
• Hotel Accommodations: Attendees will make their own
reservations at the Flamingo. Cost will be about $50 with
taxes & fees per night for single or double occupancy.
• Banquet: Our Banquet dinner will be held in the Paradise
Gardens Buffet and will also cost about $50—including
tax/tip, FREE unlimited Miller Lite, Coors Lite, House
Champagne, House Wine and Bloody Marys. The Buffet typically offers salad/fruit bar, shrimp, Snow Crab Legs, Sushi,
Prime Rib, Turkey, Lamb, Duck, Clams & Mussels, Southern
Fried Chicken, Catch of the Day (and a chocolate fountain?)
The buffet’s big glass wall looks out to the garden: Flamingos, Koi, hummingbirds, ducks, and waterfalls in a lush
green setting. More info to come.
• Hospitality Room: — a two bedroom suite w/large parlor
will be open all week. A participants a fee of $10 or $15 for
stocking the room with chips, beer, wine, booze, water etc.
(& maybe bell hops to carry it up to the room) when added to
prepaid Banquet cost will come to about $60-$65 total per
person at sign-up sometime before mid-August. If there is
money left over, we will give an accounting at the banquet
and raffle off the surplus—or donate it to the Treasury based
on a vote of those present.
• Let us know. We will arrange the Vegas dates as either
three mid-week days in the first, or the second week of
November, and extend room prices a couple of days
before/after for those wanting to spend more time there. And
your thoughts about sending us $10 or $15 (along with your
$50 for the Banquet) each to stock the HR. If 60 people show
up and we charge $10, it’s waay too much money, but if we
use the $15 figure and only 25 participate, we’ll have to sell
the beer cans to resupply. No money is planned to come out
of our treasury for this very economical reunion. Also, don’t
forget to let us know about the San Francisco USSVI
convention. If the probability is good that you’ll be attending
either — we need a head count to sign up, and I’ll keep tally..
The article starting on the next page is long, but well worth
the time and space. I published five newsletters last year (vs.
the normal four), and it seems like I have done nothing else
since September, so I’m feeling a little burned out—if this
issue seems uninspired, my apologies — but I’ll be back
strong in April when I start negotiations for Las Vegas!
V/R, RonG

• Housekeeping: Our most urgent problem is that USS Razorback Crew Association’s active list is decreasing. There are about
1,100 known vets who have served aboard her, but
we are in contact, via this newsletter, with only 200 of them;
over 300 are on the Eternal Patrol list, with all the rest are
what we call the Lost Contact Roster. Somehow, we need to
do a better job of turning Lost shipmates into Active newsletter customers—instead of waiting for nature to add them to
the EP Roster. The Razorback’s elected President, VP, Treasurer, and a Membership Chairman, work hard for the ship
and for us, and dues provide plenty of money, but still, my
job is a constant reminder that we need to figure out how to
replenish our diminishing crew. (More info on page 10).
Speaking of money, if your name is not on the Paid Up list
on page 12, you are one of 70 who still owe dues for 2014;
that’s not even counting 51 of you reading this who never
joined at all (Whose name I picked up from USSVI or elsewhere). This is a $2,400 fund shortage which could be financing our Great Lady’s upkeep. As before, call me if you
can’t afford the $20—we’re honored to take care of our shipmates.
• Before we talk about Las
Vegas, we should consider
The 50th Golden AnniverUSS Pampaneto (SS-383)
sary (of the USSVI) Convention which will be in
San Francisco Sept 1—7,
2014? Host–hotel will be
SF Airport Hyatt Regency
in Burlingame (12 miles
South of downtown SFO,
free shuttles 24/7 to/from
airport), Rooms: $104 (double). Banquet: $65. A little higher
than Vegas, but, those who “…left their hearts …” there will
be excited about tours of the City, Mare Island, Harbor
Cruises, Wineries, Alcatraz, and/or visits to Fisherman’s
Warf & USS Pampaneto (SS-383), etc. This venue would
simplify the staff’s organizing efforts considerably, since
USSVI does most of the advance work—then, after a little
rest…
• Razorback in Sin City: To date, we’re planing to
negotiate a contract for a minimum of 30 rooms, and 50
guests for our Banquet Dinner, at the Fabulous and newly
redecorated Flamingo Hotel on the Strip (Las Vegas Blvd.)
• Scuttlebutt: Wives will love the Linq, a $550M Mall
project between the Flamingo and Harrah’s (behind the old

Remark by Obama Complicates Military Sexual Assault Trials- Jennifer Steinhauer, July 13, 2013
WASHINGTON — When President Obama proclaimed that those who commit sexual assault in the military should be “prosecuted, stripped of their positions, court-martialed, fired, & dishonorably discharged,” it had an effect he did not intend: muddying legal cases across the country, “unlawful command influence,” tainting trials as a result.
Mr. Obama’s comments come at a time of intense scrutiny of sexual assault in the military. A recent Pentagon survey found
that an estimated 26,000 men and women in the military were sexually assaulted last year, up from 19,000 in 2010. At the end
of the last fiscal year, Sept. 30, there were roughly 1,600 sexual assault cases in the military either awaiting action from commanders or the completion of a criminal investigation. [26,000! I can’t even comprehend that number]
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Subject: Fw: WWII Diesel
Boat Era by Michael Skurat
There have been many major
changes in the U.S. Navy
Submarine Service since the WWII
Diesel Boat Era. It might be
interesting historically to note some
of them.
Initially there were only seven pay
grades (actually eight). They ran
from one to seven with Apprentice
Seaman (AS) as one, Seaman
Second Class (S2/c) as two,
Seaman First Class (S1/c) as three,
Petty Officer Third Class (e.g.
MM3c) as four. Petty Officers
Second and First Class as five and
six. Chief Petty Officers were
initially promoted to "seven A" for
one year (Acting Appointment) and
then to Chief Petty Officer as pay
grade seven. There were no Master
or Command Chief, etc. The "C"
for Chief Petty Officers preceded
the rate designation, for example
CMM not MMC as today. For all of
the seaman ratings there was a
comparable Fireman (F)
The Officer's rank structure has
remained consistent with minor
exceptions. During WWII a five
star Fleet Admiral rank was added
and bestowed on Nimitz and King.
No one promoted to that rank since
WWII. Another thing there was no
Commodore rank utilized. Officers
were promoted from Captain to
Rear Admiral (lower half) and
hence to Rear Admiral (upper half).
The Rear Admiral (Lower Half)
replaced the Commodore rank. As
it is custom to call any
Commanding Officer Captain it
also was custom to call a Submarine
Squadron Commander Commodore.
Before WWII an Apprentice
Seaman's pay was $21.00 per
month. Pays increased in WWII
with Apprentice Seaman to $50.00
per month and to around $120.00
per month for a Chief. All

personnel on Submarines got 50%
submarine money and 20% sea duty
pay. When added together added up
to about 80% extra pay.
If you were married and/or had
dependents your pay was reduced
by $28.00 per month the U.S. Navy
supplemented another $22.00 and
your dependent was sent a monthly
check for $50.00. Consequently, an
Apprentice Seaman would get
$22.00 per month. However,
enlisted personnel below pay grade
four could not marry without the
permission of their Commanding
Officer. This breached more often
than observed and obviously many
entered the service married.
At one time the Navy Paymasters
would pay personnel with $2.00
bills so that when spent it would
indicate to the local economy the
impact of the service. Also when
being paid by the Paymaster on
board a tender you would line up
with your "pay chit" to draw your
pay. When you reached the pay
desk you would salute the
Paymaster, put your fingerprint on
the "pay chit" and draw your
money. There was a posted pay list
indicating what you had on the
"books" and you could draw all or
whatever amount you desired
Submarine and sea pay were a
real boon especially when sea store
cigarettes at six cents a pack and a
bottle of beer on Bank St. was
twenty-five cents. Later when you
came in off patrol you would have
that back pay and be really flush.
Due to rapid expansion of every
aspect of the U.S. Navy, if you
could cut the mustard, promotions
were forthcoming.
Many a
serving enlisted person
commissioned (called mustangs) or
advanced in rating because of the
enormous need to fill billets in new
construction and replace casualties.
Classes at the U.S. Naval Academy
graduated early. Personnel with
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special qualifications were coming
into the service rated and/or
commissioned. You could see a
Chief Petty Officer with no hash
marks. These ratings were derided
and called "slick arms" (no hash
marks) and/or "Tajo" ratings by the
old-timers. Some enlisted personnel
commissioned as regular line
officers, Warrant Officers and
Limited Duty Officers (LDOs) in
specific areas. Such commissions
initially were considered temporary
with reversion back to their
permanent grades at the conclusion
of hostilities
They created many specialty
ratings. In their "Crow" specialty
designator was a diamond with a
letter inside, e.g., the letter "A"
would be for a coach or
professional athlete who would
conduct physical conditioning, etc.
Most, if not all, of these ratings
ceased to exist with the end of the
war. Some referred to these as
"square knot" rates.
There were right and left arm rates.
Right arm rates were considered
"Sea Going Rates" (BM, QM. GM.
SM, FC, TM, etc.) and the "Crow"
was worn on the right arm. Left arm
rates were ancillary and were MM,
Y, EM, RM, MOMM, ET, etc.
Right arm rates were senior to left
arm ratings. There was no
Boatswain Mate Third Class they
were called Coxswains.
Seamen and Firemen wore a "watch
stripe" round the right shoulder white for seamen red for firemen.
There was other colors of "Watch
Stripes" for aviation, CBs, etc.
Indication of rate was on uniform
cuffs. One white/red stripe for
AS/FA, two for S2c/F2/c and three
for S1/c and F1/c. The present
diagonal 1, 2, or 3 stripe(s), in color
was originally for WAVE uniforms
and after WWII were adopted for
the present enlisted uniform and the
watch stripe was eliminated.

The "T-Shirt" a part of the enlisted
uniform initially served two
purposes. (1) It was to be worn
without the Jumper on work details,
especially in tropical locations. (2)
It was meant to have the high white
neckline to show in the "V" of the
Jumper. Some personnel, to
enhance the appearance would cut
the tab off and wore the "T-shirt"
backward for a better appearance
especially if with age and washings
it seemed to sag. The popularity of
the T-Shirt expanded into wide
public acceptance after WWII and
in now utilized, not only as an
undergarment but as outerwear with
various designs, logos, etc.
There were no Silver Metal
Dolphins for enlisted personnel.
Dolphins for enlisted personnel
consisted of embroidered "patches".
(white for blues and blue for
whites) sewn on the right forearm.
Silver Metal Dolphins for enlisted
personnel was authorized after
WWII.
All enlisted personnel wore
embroidered "patches" as
distinguishing marks e.g., if you
were a designated striker you could
wear the insignia for that specialty
on the left upper sleeve.
Other distinguishing marks for
enlisted personnel were "patches"
on uniforms, e.g., an Expert
Lookout "patch" binoculars, a diver
a divers helmet (M for Master. with
degree of qualification indicated on
the chest section of the helmet.
These worn on the right upper
sleeve and there were many of
them. One "perk" that has persisted
is the wearing of gold rating
insignia and hash marks for those
with 12 years of good conduct.
Chief Petty Officers merely pinned
their fouled anchor hat insignia to
the front top of their hat covers. The
black band and background for the
insignia was initiated after WWII.
Officers did wear Gold Metal

Dolphins as they do today.
Unknown today was also the fact
that there was a dress white uniform
for enlisted personnel. The collar
and cuffs were blue and were
adorned with piping. What is worn
today are "undress whites". Pictures
of them are in old "Bluejacket
Manuals".
Officers wore swords for
ceremonial occasions as they do
today but back before WWII Chief
Petty Officers had a cutlass for
ceremonial dress occasions.
Another uniform item that is now
passé is the flat hat. Once the ribbon
had the name of your ship but this
discontinued for security reasons
and all flat hats merely had U.S.
Navy in gold on the ribbon. In boot
camp all of your uniform items
were stenciled with your name and
service number. There were no
doors on lockers and each item had
a prescribed method of folding and
stowing. It was even prescribed as
to how you would pack your
seabag.
Originally, the entire submarine
base was literally below the railroad
tracks. Later as the base expanded it
was called "lower base". Most of
the upper base buildings, i.e.,
Morton Hall, Dealey Center, etc.,
were constructed for WWII. The
road from the present main gate
past the golf course was the GrotonNorwich road. About half way up
the road was an overhead railroad
bridge. The entrance to the base
was under the bridge and the
Marine guard stationed there in a
guard shack. The base commanders
office was housed in a small brick
building about half way between
the training tower and the Torpedo
Shop. Submarine School - six
weeks enlisted and three months for
officers.
Of some 250,000 men who
applied for submarine duty less than
10% made it to Sub School and
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many of those washed out.
Submarine School was the sole
tyrannical domain of one Chief
Torpedoman Charles Spritz.
Submarine School was called
"Spritz's Navy". He ruled with an
iron hand and was feared by
instructors and students alike. He
had little regard for rate whether
you were a Seaman First Class or a
Petty Officer First Class. To call
him eccentric was a gross
understatement. He did not smoke,
did not drink and was single It is
open to debate as to if he ever even
pulled a liberty. His total devotion
was to the Submarine School. It
was universally conceded that he
had gone "asiatic", not 100% stable
and perhaps as a youngster he
might have been dropped on his
head.
He insisted that personnel, at all
times, be properly and neatly attired
in the regulation "Uniform of the
Day" without exception. No tailor
made, proper rolled neckerchief
down to the "V" in the Jumper with
immaculate white T-Shirt showing,
shoes well shined, etc. He did not
permit smoking nor any type of
horseplay. He demanded that all
personnel move at a fast pace.
Chief Spritz had the uncanny
ability to be everywhere at all times
and pity the poor individual who
crossed his path. His discipline was
swift and sure. He felt it was his
personal mission to ascertain that
anyone leaving sub school for
submarine duty was in every
respect ready. He had many axioms
but his favorite was "There is room
for anything on a submarine except
a mistake". Sub school students
were not "boots", many, if not most,
had time in the U.S. Navy and were
rated.
There is an article in POLARIS
issue of August, 2000 (Submarine
Saga segment) which delves into
more detail relative to Chief Spritz

and is briefly incorporated here as it
is a definite part of the Diesel Boat
Era.
Sub Vets of WWII in recognition of
respect, and a fealty obligation to
this once feudal lord and master,
wear a "Spritz's Navy" patch on
their vests.
It would seem that the screening at
Sub School served us well. Friction
between members of the crew was
unbefitting and unacceptable. If an
individual demonstrated an inability
to "get along" he could be
transferred to another boat. If the
same conduct prevailed there he
would be transferred out of
submarines.
The training tower caused many a
wash out for both physical and
mental reasons. If a person could
not "pop" his ears it could cause
pain and even bleeding from the
ears. You voice changed
dramatically to a high pitch under
pressure. All personnel had to
qualify from the 100' lock with the
Mommsen Lung. Right after the
war it was noted that some German
submariners had made emergency
escapes using free ascents. A
number of crews from boats went to
the tower and made free ascents.
We had less pomp insofar as the
ceremony observed when a member
of the crew qualified than is
apparent today. The individual,
thrown over the side then sewed
dolphins on his uniforms and wore
them with pride. They have always
been, and always will be, a badge of
honor regardless of manner in
which bestowed.
There was less reverence on some
other occasions also., e.g., when a
"Good Conduct Medal" was
awarded to a member of the crew it
would be given by the Captain (or
perhaps the Exec) at quarters amid
"hoots and hollers" with cries of
"Undiscovered Crime". There was
also a bonus system for awards

ranging from $1.00 per month for
the Good Conduct Medal to $5.00
per month for the Congressional
Medal of Honor.
"Tailor Made" dress blues were
the uniform of the day for liberty.
The jumper was skin tight with a
zipper in the side so that it could be
taken off. Accentuated bell bottoms
were mandated. The inside of the
cuffs were decorated with
embroidered color decorations,
usually dragons, etc., and were only
visible when the cuffs were turned
up.
When you made Chief you initially
bought the cheapest hat you could
find since it was also considered
appropriate and properly respectful
to have all of the crew urinate in
your first hat.
Sad to note in this day and
enlightened age all of the military
services of the United States were
segregated during our era. The
practice abolished by President
Truman over 50 years ago.
Stewards, at that time, recruited
from America territories and from
American minorities. Even in such
a tight knit group as American
Submarines two racks in the
Forward Torpedo Room hung off
the overhead beneath The Torpedo
Loading Hatch were reserved for
the Stewards. Rated Stewards wore
uniforms similar to Chiefs.
The submarine sailor was a very
irreverent individual with an avid
distaste for regulations, etc. The
average life span of a submarine
sailor was four patrols (about a
year). Despite bravado, that thought
prevailed to varying degrees
depending upon the individual. That
premise however, was unsaid but
used as an excuse for hell-raising.
Rarely mentioned in tales of WWII
submarine lore was the fact that
going through minefields was as
apprehensive as being depth
charged.
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Submarine Officers and crews were
very young - anyone past thirty was
a very old man. Admiral Charles
Lockwood (Uncle Charley) Com
Sub Pac was most forgiving, as
were Skippers and Execs, of
transgressions of both Officers and
men. Returning from patrol crews
were treated extremely well.
Another "perk" of the submarine
force was that any record of
"minor" disciplinary action that a
member of the crew suffered would
be entered into the "page 9" of his
service record. Virtually all
disciplinary action was handled
internally on the boat. However,
both the original and carbon copy
(BuPers Copy) retained in his
jacket. When transferred, the
original and copy, removed by the
Yeoman to be deep sixed. Unless
there was a serious offence
personnel transferred with a clean
record.
Many friendships were formed in
sub school, plus other training and
schools and transfers were not
uncommon due to the needs of new
construction, promotions, etc.
Consequently, the force became
even more closely knit. It was the
rare boat that did not have
personnel whom you knew.
Submariners were very independent
and resourceful, both individually
and as a group. Needs (and desires)
of the boat as prescribed by the U.S.
Navy, did not always coincide with
what was considered proper nor
adequate. Therefore, a system of
"midnight requisitioning" and
"midnight small stores" developed
to enhance efficiency. This avenue
of acquisition considered a solemn
duty in promoting the war effort.
Those proficient and innovative in
this endeavor were greatly admired.
It was an art as well as a science
executed individually or as a group
cooperative effort. Some of these
escapades took great ingenuity as

well as "brass balls". As a term of
affection they were called
"scroungers" and/or "dog robbers".
If a Skipper or Exec made an
"innocent" passing remark that
some particular thing might be
"nice" it would appear mysteriously
in due time.
On board an informal, but
professional, attitude prevailed.
Although we had an evaporator to
make fresh water, battery watering
was primary. In the design and
scheme of things, personal hygiene
or washing of clothes did not seem
to be considered. One Engineering
Petty Officer, called the "Water
King" ran the evaporators. Personal
hygiene or washing of clothing was
an afterthought. The use of aftershave lotions, deodorants and
especially talcum powders
prevailed. Large cans of "Lilac"
were the norm, purchased
inexpensively and sprinkled
liberally.
To the unacquainted it could
appear that the rapport between
Officers and men was quite
informal and to a degree it was but
it in no way detracted from
efficiency, military courtesy,
tradition or discipline. There was a
strong mutual respect. Aye-Aye Sir,
Very Well and Well Done were
accorded as appropriate. The vast
majority of the crew was rated and
competent in their skills. Obviously
so were our officers. There was
no such thing as stenciled ratings on
dungaree shirts so a person coming
aboard a submarine at sea would
have a difficult time determining
any individuals rate. Also there was
an axiom that in submarines "you
left your rate on the dock". Ability
was the hallmark.
When conditions approached that
of a Chinese garbage scow junk
with an over flowing head and the
crew in dire need of fumigation the

Skipper might decide to allow
showers piecemeal by sections. You
lined up to enter the shower, the
Chief of the Boat turned on the
water for 2 seconds and shut it
down while you soaped down. You
were then allowed a
correspondingly brief rinse.
Each member of the crew was
allotted one locker which measured
about 12" high, 18" wide and about
18" deep. You kept your uniforms
under your mattress. Your rack had
a plastic zip around cover. Your
mattress was encased in a "mattress
cover" which was akin to an
oversized pillow case. Able to be
turned over once and some even
turned them inside out and got two
more uses. Less the uninitiated be
stunned by that you must be
cognizant of lack of water for
regular laundry.
Internal communications on board
were conducted by the 1MC and
7MC phone and speaker systems.
To reenter a submarine after
handling lines etc. when returning
to port was a shocking revelation. It
was impossible to believe that you
had survived that malodorous
environment. Politely put the
atmosphere was conducive to a
shanty town house of ill repute that
also was inundated by a backup of
its sewer system. Pity the poor
relief crew that had to come on
board and make the boat shipshape
again.
You could immediately identify an
Electrician on a submarine. He was
the individual with the most
shredded moth eaten dungarees.
Ribald humor was the tenor of the
day. No topic or human frailty was
off limits. Nothing was sacred.
Horseplay and trickery were the
order of the day. The antics and
demeanor of the crew, both at sea
and ashore, would not be socially
acceptable nor politically correct
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nowadays. I fear that the late
Admiral Rickover would have been
aghast.
One real advantage was food,
especially when you first went out.
Although they were ridden without
mercy the cooks did an excellent
job of feeding the crew. We ate
family style off china plates. Our
officers ate exactly what the
enlisted personnel did. The
stewards would come back to the
After Battery Galley and fill their
serving plates and bring it to the
Forward Battery for the Wardroom.
When leaving port rations were
stored in every conceivable space
(including the shower since it
wouldn't be needed). However, as
supplies diminished the cooks were
hard pressed to come up with varied
favorable menus. All boats had
"open icebox" so you could prepare
and cook anything you wanted at
any time as long as you cleaned up
after yourself. The After Battery
"Mess" was for chow, off duty
recreation, meeting space and a
hang-out.
This is a collective attempt at
recollection after the passing of a
half-century so any errors or
omissions hopefully forgiven as
"senior frailties". Much of this is
collective memory and is a
compilation of boats in general.
There is no pride of authorship so
any comments, additions,
corrections and/or deletions are
welcome and appreciated. This is
merely a historical comparison as
best one can do and is in no way a
negative reflection between "then
and now".
GOD BLESS ALL
SUBMARINERS - Past, Present
and Future Michael Skurat
Central Connecticut Chapter U.S.
Submarine Veterans World War II

Teacher asks the kids in her 3rd grade class: "What do you want to be when you grow up?"
Little Jimmie says: "I wanna be a billionaire, go to the most expensive clubs, find me the finest whore, give her a Jitney
worth over a million bucks, an apartment in Yokosuka, a mansion in Olongapo, a jet to travel in throughout Asia, and an
Infinite Visa Card—while loving her three times a day".
The teacher, shocked, and not knowing what to do with this horrible response from little Jimmie, decides not to acknowledge
what he said and simply tries to continue with the lesson . . . .
"And how about you, Debbie?"
"I wanna and tend bar where Jimmie drinks, and whisper sweet things in Pork Chop's ear—by the way, you’re the only one
who ever calls him Jimmie.

▪10/2013 Don Underwood: “Yes Ron, I remember you; … I was drafted into the boomer program along
with about a third of the shipyard crew… to the Patrick Henry as part of the commissioning crew. Yes, Wahoff ‘Wahoo’ did like his gilly, always … why am I listed in the LOBO as behind in my dues, is that from
the base or association? I am in good health living in NM; what's going on in Vegas and when?” [Ed *]
▪11/11/13 Ron Sagaert: “Shipmates/Buddies/Friends… thinking about our times… wanted you to know
how much you mean to me… a highlight of my life … more as I get older…best thing that could have happened … time on
the boat … time … during our work weeks/Reunions … better as stories get bigger/juicier and… regaled with extra care.
What a blast it … proud to have served with…you…again in a heartbeat!
▪ Maurice Barksdale: “… feel the same way. People ask me how… it was easy because I loved my shipmates. It NEVER seemed like “work” to me… only disappointed … when I did not put out a meal that met my standards …ran out of
fresh food items… Spam…still do not allow it in my house…wish that I was in twenties, underway on patrol, working the
evening meal.
▪ Spider Hines: :And I wish I was your mess cook again.
▪ John Hertzberg: “When … young you don't appreciate the ship mates…Now …a large part of my life… work parties and
reunions… Maurice, I will be your mess cook anytime.
▪ B. Opple: ”… my shipmates …friends for life. Marice: John will make a fine mess cook.”
▪ 12/24/13 Fred R. “Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to the Razorback gang. One of the highlights of the year was
the reunion in N. Little Rock. It was wonderful to see so many shipmates and celebrate the joys of shared experiences on
Razorback… see many of you at the work party in April and at the Las Vegas reunion in November. Enjoy the season and
lift your glasses up high to the Razorback.
▪ Ron & Kathrin Sagaert: “…Merry Christmas … Happy New Year… in our thoughts and prayers …very important to
me… sailed… lived … worked together… I'd do it all over again with you by my side…this time of year… old times together brings a smile to my face. Those were good times! God bless each of you and your families.
[* Don: this issue should answer your questions]

Submarine Sailors in the "After Life"
Gabriel came to the Lord and said, "I have to talk to you. We have some Sub Sailors up here who’s
causing problems. They're swinging on the pearly gates, my horn is missing, breakfast SOS is all over
their robes, they’re racing the chariots, and they're wearing dixie cups and piss cutters instead of their
halos. They refuse to keep the ladder to heaven clean. There are beer cans all over the place. Some of
them are walking around with just one wing."
The Lord said, "Sub Sailors are Submariners, Gabriel. Heaven is home to all my children. If you want
to know about real problems, call the Devil."
The Devil answered the phone, "Hello? Hold on a minute."
The Devil returned to the phone, "O.K., I'm back. What can I do for you?"
Gabriel replied, "I just want to know what kind of problems you're having down there."
The Devil said, "Hold on again. I need to check on something."
After about 5 minutes the Devil returned to the phone and said,
"I'm back. Now what was the question?"
Gabriel said, "What kind of problems are you having down there?"
The Devil said, "Man, I don't believe this....Hold on."
This time the Devil was gone 15 minutes. He returned and said , "I'm sorry Gabriel, I can't talk right
now. Those damn A-Gangers have put out my fire and are trying to install air conditioning."
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Las Vegas, Here I come!

Overheard (unidentified individuals):
HER: “I love you so much, I don’t know how
I could survive without you.”
HIM: “Is that you, or the wine talking?”
HER: “I’m talking to the wine!”

Expanding our French vocabulary: Déjà Poo: Feeling that you’ve heard this sh*t someplace before.

So… what the #@*& could possibly go wrong?
Passing a Law (Sample)

Frank Kroyer EN1(SS), a Canopus
shipmate, made the “Stool Sam-

ple” on the right for me. (photographed standing on a penny)

A modern legislation procedure has been developed by the U.S. Congress which nearly eliminates all those pesky
discussions, compromises and negotiations—used by law-makers of the past, those old white men who were ignorant of the
Internet, computers, even of automobiles and airplanes. This new method was most succinctly summarized recently in the
Federal Register as, “…we have to pass the bill so you can find out what is in it,” referring to a complex bill of 23 hundred
pages, which required over 23 thousand pages of regulations/revisions to fix the world’s best (but flawed) healthcare system.
The procedure is reminiscent of a very old and quite dependable medical procedure that is still in use today:
“Stool Sample: stool stu:l sam’pl . (1) A feces sample for diagnosing certain conditions affecting the digestive tract,
including infection (parasites, viruses, bacteria), etc:”
Diagnoses of the law’s effects are expected to be complete in the next 12-36 months, with at least the following milestones:
April 15 (Tax-Surprise Day), November’s mid-term election results, and an unpredictable point in time, when 51% of the
voting population begins to enjoy free healthcare—after which Congressional Legislation will likely become an obsolete relic
of U.S. history.
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The Razorback Association?
Perhaps as many as 1,500 different men rode Razorback between her commissioning in 1944 and her transfer to Turkey
in late 1970. In 2004 several dozen of them gathered in North
Little Rock, Arkansas to celebrate her return to America.
Razorback opened to the public at the Arkansas Inland Museum Museum (AIMM) in 2005, and in Sept. 2006, she was a
major attraction for the USSVI National Convention in Little
Rock.
During that convention, but unrelated to National USSVI and
the Razorback Base of the USSVI, the USS Razorback Association was formed by it’s Founder, Bob Howard, to enhance
camaraderie among shipmates, preserve her history, and support AIMM. He had located approximately ninety SS-394 veterans, about 45 of whom attended the meeting to vote our
organization into existence.
As your editor after 2008 I’d managed, as Bob had done, to
add a few names by scouring lists attached to Thanksgiving
Day Menus, from shipmates' lists, from personal memories,
declassified sailing lists, etc.— we’d even managed to add a
few dozen more. Finally, in 2012, I discovered USSVI's Legacy Project, which added hundreds of names. By sorting-out
those without addresses or on Eternal Patrol from a grand total
of 1,100 bona fide Razorback veterans, we’ve doubled the
number of shipmates who we can potentially still shake hands
with despite the deaths we suffer.
BZ to me, right?
Well, not exactly! I sent out what I called Hail Mary Passes
throughout 2012 and 2013 to any new name with an email address, or if no email, then to an USPO snail-mail address. If
his email failed, I sent him a hard copy, and if that came back,
I stacked him in the “Lost” pile. BUT … I didn’t inform these
new finds that they needed to sign up and send us their personal data (and dues). Bottom Line: I’ve went crazy recruiting

members, while giving the Treasurer and Membership officers
no way to keep up to date, and then sniping at them for not
collecting dues. Sorry guys! — I even growled at new members for not responding,without ever asking them to do so.
Sorry, again!
Apologies accepted?
Now here’s the deal: If all I have is your email address, and
it doesn’t work, you’re LOST; if you move and don’t tell me,
you’re LOST; (But … if you have a cell phone number that
follows you, that could save you—although calling you costs
me a lot more time than just updating your address.)
I want to assure everybody I’ve been bitching at: I intend to
master the art of juggling our constantly-changing databases
before Hines and Hertzberg mutiny — so that I can spend
more time trying to make a good newsletter.
In future issues I’ll try to list names for whom other data
items are missing like: Years on Razorback, Wife’s first name,
DOB, etc., making the stats more useful — to get started with
the most urgent, here’s a list of men for whom I only have
one address — a single hiccup away from losing Lobo:
Only have email address
Only have a USPO address
Ahlberg, Robert
Drake, B. G.
Barrett. John
Massey, Thomas
Givens. Roy
Good. Paul
Long. George
Nims. Jackie
Pearl. John
Poarch. Charles
If you’re not on this list, you are OK —unless you’ve moved
since you filled out the form on pg 12 without telling us. Qual
Year and Hometown have been added this issue.
V/R RonG

Razorback Lost Contact Data List (Shipmates with NO known address, phone number, or obituary)
This issue: Wilson J — Zulick, and restart at Adam — Connelly.
We’ve gone from 518 ‘Lost’ men in 2013 to the current 514; Our net=4, but, we’ve posted 13 new deaths in Lobo, and eliminated some duplications, so we’re just barely keeping up. Every issue is rejected by a few men either because men changed
their address or have passed away—so please continue to contact Ron or the staff with clues; without your help our 514 shipmates, to our sorrow,will only be found in obituaries. THE CLOCK KEEPS TICKING. Each issue cycles thru the next ~100 lost
Wilson, J.n.
Wilson, V.p.
Wilson, II, T.d.
Wolters, Roge
Wood, Robe
Woods, D.r.
Wrase, E.r.
Zakosky, Jame
Zbichorski, N.j.
Zulick, Rona
Restart at “A”
Adam, Will
Amantillo, Feli
Amargo, Isid
Anderson, Alan
Anderson, Dono
Anderson, Doug

Andujo, Vice
Apling , Fred
Aquino, J.a.
Ashley, Robe
Ashpole, Jame
Atherton, K. j
Auer, Jose
Bailey, John
Bajema, Paul
Baldwin, Raym
Bale, Dona
Banker, Robe
Bantigue, Pio
Barker, Monr
Bates, E.c.
Beasley, M.d.
Beckdol, Ralp

Beech, Henr
Belaka, J.a.
Bennett, L.c.
Berkey, R.l.
Bettencourt, Edwa
Betts, J.l.
Biberdorf, C.c.
Biery Jr., Jack
Biggart, Samu
Biglette, Cesa
Bishop, Jr, Alfr
Black, Robe
Blue, Robe
Bocovich, F.j.
Bonilla, Edua
Bortz, Jack
Bowden, Edwa

Boya, Jr., Rich
Branton, Jr., R.f.
Brelje, Marv
Brennan, Ken
Brick, Edwi
Brink, Erne
Brothers, Fran
Brown, Char
Brown, Elde
Brown, Thom
Brunelle, Will
Brunner, Jame
Bruno, W.j.
Bryant, Edwa
Bryant, Geor
Buetler, Alvi
Bullard, Jame
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Burkhead, J.c.
Burnham, Stev
Burr, Char
Burt, Roy
Byars, Rich
Caldwell, Rich
Canales, Jr., L.(n
Cantrel, Jerr
Carnes, Jame
Carney, Phil
Carr, J.d.
Carroll, W.r.
Carter, Hear
Carter, W.j.
Caruso, Corr
Cary, C.
Case, J.

Celebrado, F.
Chace, L.
Chapman, R.
Clark, E.
Clark, R.
Clevenger, G.
Clever, J.
Cobb, W.
Coffey, J.
Coffman, J.
Cole, T.
Colliday, J.
Collier, Jr., E.
Combs, E.
Conklin, J.
Conley, R.
Connelly, W.

The problem may be that nobody is teaching Astrology any more.
[Not to worry though, there still a few scientists willing to keep us informed]
GORE: "... single most common criticism … where I did an animation... rising sea
level... the World Trade Center Memorial site could be invaded by ocean water! Well, it
happened last October 29th, way ahead of schedule... the ocean water flooded right in to
the World Trade Center Memorial site!” [Superstorm Sandy]
A leaked draft of a U.N. report shows… climate experts are confident man-made
activity is causing global warming ... But has a hard time explaining why the warming...
slowed in recent years.” [Just rename it: Climate Change]
An IPCC draft says there is “medium confidence” that the slowing of the rise is “due in
roughly equal measure” to natural variations in the weather and to other factors …
greater-than-expected quantities of ash from volcanoes... decline in heat from the sun
during a current 11-year solar cycle… or... climate may be less sensitive ...to a build-up
CO2.” [Well that certainly clears things up]
“It might be down to minor contributions that all add up,” said Gabriele Hegerl, a
professor at Edinburgh U. .. maybe, scientists say, the latest decade is just a blip. [Ahhh]
[There now, shipmates; you’re up to date.]

“Ahhhh... She's turned toward: make tube
one ready in all respects: max depth.”
Still Hot, Straight & Normal!

Anonymous member’s warning about e-Bay:
If you buy stuff on line, check out the seller carefully, and be sure to read the specific descriptions. “I have just spent $100
on a penis enlarger. B$%@!$ds sent me a magnifying glass.” Instructions said, "Do not use in direct sunlight.".

Razorback Association Treasurer’s Report as of 31 December 2013
$15090.48

Balance Brought Forward
Deposited

Amount From
$1200.00 Donations
$10.00 Donations
$300.00 Dues
$127.00 Wine Sales

Total Deposited

$1637.00
BALANCE………..

Dispersed and Date
10/25/2013
Total Dispersed

$16727.48

Amount For:
$3450.35 Water Heater Razorback
$3450.35
TOTAL FUNDS……

Ron Hines, Treasurer
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$13277.13

Eternal
Patrol

● 12/28/2013 Mike Reynolds, QM2(SS), aboard 1961-62.
● 12/9/2013 Pastor, Marv EM3(SS), aboard 1953-55 — designer of Razorback Christmas cover (pg 1).
● 1/12/2014 Dement, George, WWII Razorback Cook - 1943-5, originator of George’s Big Boy restaurant
(and others) in Shreveport; former Mayor of Bossier City, La.

Razorback Eternal Patrol Roster: Alphabetically: Pottig—Zeller (+ Pastor).
Severinson, Ed Somers, Dan
Safford, Man
Ray, Dav
Pastor, Marv
Somers, Edw
Shaffer, Jr G
Saleh, Rich
Ray, Val
Poddig, Geo
Spain, Jos
Shaw, Cha
Reynolds, Keit Sanders, Ric
Poole, Bob
Shepherd, Rob Speer, Ric
Reynolds, Mik Sanders, Sta
Porta, Wil
Sherwood, Orv Stafford, Will
Sandlin, Joh
Rewold, Rad
Prescott, Joh
Stanley, Har
Shewell, Joh
Sarko, Tho
Pridonoff, Eug Rhodes, All
Stastny, Cha
Sims, Jam
Scanlon, Fra
Prokupek, Cla Roemer, Edw
Stedman, Lin
Smialek, Joh
Schaaf, Fre
Rosania, Hug
Provance, Ric
Steel, Norm
Smith, Rob
Schwaderer, J
Ross, Joh
Prybysz, Wal
Stewart, Jr.?
Snellen, Ric
Scott, Jr. ?
Ross, Rus
Ramser, For
Strangfeld, He
Snow, Wil
Rousseau, Wil Sears, Gle
Randall, Mar
Styer, Jr, Char
Senseney, Joh Snyder, Don
Russack, John
Ravana, Pri

Sullivan, Dav
Svatek, Joe
Talbert, Jos
Tate, Joh
Taylor, Car
Teseniar, Cla
Thomas, Way
Thompson, Jos
Tittsworth,
Noe
Trone, Pet
Trueblood, Har

Tucker, Jack
VanHoof, Euge
Walker, Tho
Whitemore, Wi
Whitesell, Les
Williams, Jr
Wilson, Don
Woodall, Reu
Woodruff, Jr
Yetter, Gord
Worley, Jes
Zeller Jr Edw

Paid-up Members (By Type/Year)
Honorary Life:
Gibson, L
Hays, P
Jaques, j
Zonner, G
Life:
Bacon, H
Bassett, M
Brittain, B
Brown, C
Brown, T
Bulmer, R
Carroll, B
Chasse, B
Chatman, N
Coburn, H
David, D

Davis, F
Davis, J
DiBari, R
Dick, T
Dowling, R
Dwinell, B
Engels, G
Ettner,E
Gorence, R
Grinstead, J
Haley, Sr, E
Hertzberg, R
Hines, R
Holland, W
Holtman, H
Houston, G
Howard , G
Hyde,W

Johnson,J
Keil , M
Mason,J
Massey, T
McDonald, E
McDonald, N
Medearis, R
Moffet, W
Moon,C
Murphy, T
Myers, M
O’Conner, J
Pastor, M
Pyatte, D
Read, D
Reker, F
Rigg, C
Rothweiler, G

Schick, B
Stefaniak, G
Stitz, G
Swires, S
Terney, E
Thompson, F
Walker, S
Ward, L
Werner, R
Wewers, R
Winchell, R
Wright, F
Wright, R

2015:
Cameron, J
2014:
Bjorklund, J
Caruso, A

Childs,R
Foster, D
Howard, T
Howie, W
Kamphousen, W
Kingsbury, R
Mabry, G
Marmon, M
Pressly, R
Proctor, N
Sagaeert, R
Life count: 65
Annual count: 14,
leaving 70 annual
members who have
not paid for 2014.
See TBT

Razorback Association Membership: The Association charges an annual fee to covers costs of the quarterly
newsletter and operational expenses. To join, fill out this application and send it with your $20.00 check payable to the
USS Razorback Association. Dues are payable by December 31st for the following year.
Mail to: John Hertzberg,2760 E. State Rte 302, Belfair, Wa 98528-9363. (Contact info on page 2).
Name:________________________________________________Spouse:__________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________
Dates on Razorback:_______________ to _______________ Highest Rank/Rate on Razorback:_________Qual Yr___
Home Phone:____________________________________________ Cell Phone:_____________________
eMail Address: ________________________________________Date of Birth:_________Home Town_________
Associate Membership: If not a Razorback vet, please describe your relationship to the organization.

Footnotes:
Bravo Zulu: =“Well Done!”
NTINS: “Now This Is No Sh*t,” as opposed to Fairy Taless, which begin with, “Once upon a time….”
TBT - Target Bearing Tracker (on the Bridge)
UQC: An underwater telephone (AKA Gertrude). 394’s voice call sign was Lobo; her radio//visual call was NKNX =
Continued:
The End:
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